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Moment problem for dilatable semigroups of operators 
ZOLTÁN SEBESTYÉN 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Szökefalvi-Nagy on the occasion of his 70th birthday 
0. Introduction 
The Main Theorem in the dilation theory of operators on Hilbert space due 
to SZ.-NAGY appeared in the Appendix to the third edition of [1]. The applications 
presented also in [1] show its central role in opérator theory. At the same time 
SXRNESPRING [11] described the so-called completely positive (linear) maps between 
C*-algebras as (in a general sense) dilatable operator valued (linear) functions. 
It is also a generalization of Neumark's theorem (see [1]) on the dilatability of 
positive operator measures, a source of dilation theory. 
On the other hand, Sz.-Nagy proved (see [1]) a moment theorem for self-adjoint 
operators generalizing a result of R. V. Kadison concerning a Schwarz-inequality 
for operator valued functions. Although it is also a consequence of the Main 
Theorem we think it has a more general character. Namely, given a ^-semigroup 
in a C*-algebra and an operator valued function on this ^-semigroup, a moment 
theorem for the existence of a (completely positive) linear operator-function on the 
whole C'-algebra can be formulated. This generalizes also Stinespring's theorem. 
Moreover we treat the moment problem for operators in the general case, when 
we assume only that the restrictions of the operators in question to some given 
subset (not assumed to be a subspace) of the Hilbert space are given. It is a new 
aspect for the existence of a single positive (hence for a self-adjoint) operator on 
Hilbert space and a self-adjoint semibounded operator also. The familiar Krein 
and Friedrichs extension is thus generalized and joined to moment and dilation 
problems. 
The scalar valued case gives also a new insight into the classical Hausdorff 
moment problem, giving a solution analogous to that of the trigonometric moment 
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problem by Riesz and Fejér. In any case, our solution differs from those of Haus-
dorff and Riesz—Fejér. 
We give a new characterization of subnormal operators, too, along the lines 
of our argument. 
For other applications, e.g., factorization questions for operators, moment 
problems for contraction and subnormal operators and their generalizations, see 
[4, 5, 2, 3, 10]. 
The author is deeply indebted to Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy for his 
advices. 
1. Main problems and results 
Given a *-semigroup G, a subset X of a Hilbert space H, and a function 
f : GxX-*H, it is natural to seek an operator valued function F on G assuming its 
values in B(H), the C*-algebra of all bounded linear operators on H, such that 
(1) F(g)x = f(g, x) (g€C, xeX) 
holds. In this case F is called an operator representation of / . 
We shall treat only the case when F in (1) is dilatable (in a general sense), 
i.e., when there is a Hilbert space K with a continuous linear operator V: K-+E 
and a ^-representation S of G on K such that 
(2) F(g) = VS{g)V* (g€G). 
Here F is strongly dilatable if V satisfies VV*=IH. A C*-seminorm p on a 
^-semigroup G is a. submultiplicative function p: G —R+ with p(g*g) — p(g)z 
implying p(g*) = p(g) (g€G). 
Theo rem 1.1. A given H-valued function f on GXX has a dilatable operator 
representation F if and only if there exist Ms0 and a C*-seminorm p on G 
such that 
(3) 112" c„.xAh, x)||2 SM z 2 chtXck,y{f{k*h, x), y) h,x h,x k,y 
holds for each finite sequence of complex numbers indexed by elements of 
GXX, and 
(4) (f(g*g,x),x)sMp(gnx\\* (g€G; x£X). 
Theorem 1.2. Assume that G has an identity e and that the function f on 
GXX satisfies 
(5) f(e, x) = .r (xiX), 
(6) V{/(g,*): g€C, x£X} = H. 
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This function f is of the form(l) with strongly dilatable F if and only if there is an 
H-valuedfunction <p on GXf(GXX) such that 
(7) <p(g, f(e, x)) = cp(e,f(g, x)) = / ( g , x) (g£G; x£X), 
(8) |\<p(g>f(g'> *))|| ^ P(g)Wf(g', *)ll (g. g'ZG; x£X) 
for some C*-seminorm p on G, and 
(9) 112"c„.tq>(h' «II2 ^22Ck.&.Mk*h> o,i) 
h,i h.ik.r, 
for each sequence {ch>i} of complex numbers indexed by elements of G X f ( G X X). 
Let now G be a (multiplicative) *-semigroup in a given C*-algebra A. In this 
case a B (H)-valued operator function F on G is A-dilatable if there is a ^repre-
sentation S of the C*-algebra A on some Hilbert space K with a continuous 
linear operator V: K-*H such that (2) holds. In other words F has a completely 
positive (linear) extension to the whole A (hence a "moment" F is given for this 
completely positive map). We shall treat a more general setting by restricting the 
data to a subset of the Hilbert space. 
T h e o r e m 1.3. Let G be a (multiplicative) * -semigroup in the C*-algebra 
A whose linear span is norm dense in A. An H-valued function f on GXX is of 
the form (1) with an A-dilatable operator function F if and only if there is a constant 
AfgrO such that 
|| 2ch,xf{h, x)||2 ^M 2 2 ch,xckM(k*h> *). y)> 
(10) 
2 2 chck(f(k*h> *)• *) ^ MM2\\2 chh\\2 (x€X) 
h k h 
hold for each finite sequence {¿¿-J or {c,,} of complex numbers indexed by elements 
of GXX and G, respectively. 
T h e o r e m 1.4. Assume that 4 has an identity e such that the *-subsemigroup 
G of A which spans A, contains e too. An H-valued function f on GXX with 
(5)—(6) is of the form (1) with a strongly A-dilatable operator function F if and only 
if there is an H-valued function <p on GXf(GXX) with (7) and such that 
II2c„,Mh> OlM 2 2 ck.iCkin(cp(lc*h,0,10, 
(11) 
2 2 chck(cp(k*h, 0 S UW2\\2 c„h\\* (zefiGxx)) 
h k h 
hold for any finite sequence {c/li or {cA} of complex numbers indexed by elements 
of GXf(GXX) and G, respectively. 
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P r o o f of the necess i ty . (1.1) Assuming that the //-valued function / 
on GXX has form (1) with dilatable operator function F on G, we have, for 
any finite sequence {c,,*} Qi^G ,x^X) of complex numbers, 
I I Z c „ ! X f { h , c f = 112" clhXF(h)x\\* = \\V 2 ch,xS(h)V*x\\* ^ 
h,x h,x k,x 
s \\vf 2 2 c„,xckty(VS(k*h)V*x,y) = \\Vf 2 2 c„,xck,y{f(k*h' *)>y)-
h,x kry h,x k,y 
Moreover, 
(f(g*g. x), x) = (F(g*g)x, x) = (VS(g*g)V*x, x) = 
= l|S(gF**ll2 si | | S ( g ) | H i n i 2 M 2 = | i m i S ( g ) I I W 
holds for each g€G, x£ X. This yields (4) with the C*-seminorm p on G defined 
(by the ^representation 5 of G on the Hi (bert space K) as p(g):= ||S(g)ll (g€G). 
(1.2) Defining q> on GXf(GxX) by 
(12) <p(g,/(g', x)) := F(g) / (g \ x) (g, g '€C; x$X) 
we deduce (7) and (8) from (5) and (1) as follows: 
<p(g, / 0 , x)) = F(g)f(e, x) = F(g)x = / ( g , x), 
<p(e, fig, x)) = F(e)f(g, x) = VS(e)V*f(g, x) = VV*f(g, x) = / ( g , x), 
\\<p{gj\g', *))|| ^ ||F(g)||||/(g', *)|| ^ ||K||||5(g)||||K*!|||/(g', x)\\ ^ ||S(g)||| |/(g', x)||. 
To prove (9), let {cA>i} be any finite sequence of complex numbers indexed by 
elements of GXf(GxX). We have then 
| | 2 c h , M k > c)||2 = | | 2 c*.{i-(/«){||2 = \ \ v 2 c h , sS(h)v*zf s 
h,Z h,( k,i 
^ WW2 2 2 c„,{cki,(vs(k*K)v*z, n) = 2 2 ch,,ckfn{cp(k*n), q), n). 
k,t] h,i k,ti 
(1.3) Assuming that F is ^-dilatable, we know that 5 is a ^representation of 
the C'"-algebra A. Hence | | S | | S l . From (1.1) we see furthermore 
T ¡ L I I 2 <*.,/(*, x)||- s 2 2 ch,xck,,{/(k*h, x), y), 
II" II h,x h,x k,y 
2 2 c„ck(f(k*h, X), x) =§ \\2chS(h)V*x\\ = | | S ( 2 c„h)v*x\f == 
h k h h 
S l l s p ^ ^ h i n i W ^ \\xF\\2 chhf 
h h 
for any x£H, whence (10) follows. 
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(1.4) Applying <p defined above in (12) we have by (12) and by the relations 
||K|| = 1 , | | S | | s i that 
| |2c,„Mh> all2 s 2 2 0, ti), 
2 2 c,M<P(k*h, a c) = \\2 chS(h)V*c\\* = \\S(2 c„h)V*ZII2 ^ 
h k h h 
s ll^pll^c^llKli^pgH^c,,/!!!2^!!2 (^ / (Gxi ) ) . 
h h 
Proof of the suff ic iency. (1.1) Let / be an //-valued function on GXX 
satisfying (3) and (4) with a C*-seminorm p on G. Further let K0 be the linear 
space of all finitely supported complex valued functions on GXX. Each element 
of K0 has the form 2 ch x$(h, x), where ¿(It, x) denotes the function assuming h.x 
the value 1 in ( l t , x )£GxX and 0 otherwise, and {c;, (/i€G, x£X) is a finite 
sequence of complex numbers. With this notation we can define two operations 
on K0, the first of which is the linear map V into H given by 
(13) V(2c„,xS(h, x)) := 2 ch,xf(h, X), 
h,x hyX 
and the second one the translation operation on K0 by elements of G, defined for 
any g in G by 
(14) S(g)(2ch,x5(h,x):= 2 c„.x5(gh, x). 
h,x li,x 
Remark also that the map g>-*S(g) constitutes an endomorphism of G. Lastly, 
we define a semi-inner product ( • , •) on by 
(15) ( 2 c>tXS(h, x), 2 dk,y5(k, y)\ 2 2 Ca, *). y\ 
li,x k,y h,x k,y 
Observe the nonnegativity of the right hand side in (5) in view of (3). Now we are 
in a position to construct a Hilbert space K with a continuous linear map V: K-*H 
and a ^representation S of G on K such that (1) holds with F satisfying (2), 
too. We obtain a pre-Hilbert space by factorizing K0 with respect to the null 
space N:= { { 6 ^ : (£, O^O} a r |d by taking the induced inner product on K0/N. 
The completion of K0/N is a Hilbert space, say K. For simplicity, denote also 
by S(h, x) the image of S(h, x)dK(l in K under the factorization. Thus K„ is 
viewed as a norm dense subset of K and V is a densely defined bounded (cf. (3)) 
linear operator from K into H. Thus V has a unique continuous extension to 
K which is denoted naturally also by V. Lastly we have to show that S(g)(g£G) 
induces a bounded linear operator also denoted by S(g) on K such that S*= 
= S(g*) for any g in G. To this end let £, = 2ch X<>(h,x) be taken from a dense 
h,x ' 
subset of K and we show 
(16) ||S(g)il| S/>(g)ll£ll (g€G) 
24 
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which is enough for our purpose. Indeed, we have 
l|S(g)£P = | | 2 ct.x5(gh, x)||2 = 2 2 Ch,xCk,y(f(k*g*gh, x), y) = 
h,x h,x k,y 
= ( s ( g * g ) t , o ^ n s (g*gwi ie i 
and hence, by induction on n, 
II 5(g) ill2" ^ lis((g*g)2""!)£ll2ll£ir~2 = llill2"~2||2 cA.x (̂g*g)2"~2/'> *)||2 ^ 
h,x 
^ H\r~z{z Kx\mg*gT-2h, *)«)« = *sr-1h, x), s 
h,x h,x 
s m2"-K2\cHjM^p((g*gr-!h)\\x\\ys ( b y ( 4 ) ) 
h,x 
. ^ Hill2"-2Mp(gFp(fc)2(2 \chJ\\x\\y (n = 1, 2, ...). 
h,x 
This implies (16) for w — 
Now S{g)* = S(g*) follows for any g in G by observing 
(17) < W ) £ , = S(g)»i> for each 
Indeed, if £ = 2 c / i x ) , rj = 2 dk_y5(k, y), then both sides of (17) are equal to h,x k,y 
22chAy{nk*S*h,x),y). 
h,x k,y 
To complete the proof of (1.1) we show 
(18) VS(g)V*x=f(g,x) (g€G; x€X). 
By (13), it suffices to see that S(g)V*x=S(g, x). But 
(S(g)V*x, 2 dk,yd(k, y,)> = (x, VS(g*)(Z dk,yS(ky))) = 
k,y k,y 
= ( * , V { 2 dk.yS(g*k, y))) = (x, 2 dkJ(g*k, y)) = (5(g, x), 2 dk,y5(k, y)) k,y k,y k,y 
holds for any 2 dk y$(k, y)£K0, verifying our assertion. 
(1.2) We shall adopt the argument used in the proof of (1.1) by replacing 
X by f(GXX) and / by (p. (9) is a translation of (3) into the new situation and 
(4) implies (8) with M = 1 since 
||<Kg,/(g', *))||2 ^ 0?>(g*g,/(g'. x)), /(g-, ^ 
s I\<p(g*g,f(g\ *))|| | |/(g', *)|| ^ P(g)2 | | /(g', xW 
for any g, g'dG, x£X. Now we define V, S, ( , ) by 
(130 V(2cH.tS{h, a ) := 2ch,q>(h, 0, 
h.i h,i 
(140 S(g)(2 c„.tS(h, a ) := 2 cM.<S(gh, a 
h.i h,i 
(150 <2 cMliS(h, 0 , 2 d k . n S ( k , t f f ) := 2 ! 2 cKi2k,n{<p{k*h, 0 , r,). *.{ k.q h,{-Jc, ij 
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In consequence, we have a ^representation S of G on some suitable Hilbert 
space K with a continuous linear operator V: K^-H such that 
(19) VS(g)V*f(g\ x) = cp(g,f(g', x)) (g, g'€G; *€*)• 
By (3) and (7) this implies (18) since 
VS(g)V*x = VS(g)V*f(e, x) = <p(g, f(e, x)) = / ( g , x) (g€G; xtX). 
Finally, since S(e) = IK, by (7) we have 
VV*f(g, x) = rS(e)V*f(g, x) = cp(e, f(g, x)) =f(g, x) (g£G; x€X) 
proving VV*=JK (cf. (16)). 
(1.3) First of all (10) implies (4) if we take the C*-(semi)norm p on G defined 
in terms of the norm || • || of A as /?(£•) = ||g|| (g€G) since 
(f(g*g, *), x) S M||x|H|g||2 (g£G, x€X). 
As a consequence of the proof of (1.1), we have a ^representation of G on a suitable 
Hilbert space K such that (18) holds true. This proves (1) for a dilatable operator 
function F satisfying (2). But we need the ^-dilatability of F. The key step is at 
hand: we shall prove the extendibility of S from G to A. To this end we have 
only to show 
(20) | | 2 ^ ( s ) N I | 2 M | 
9 9 
for each finite sequence {A9} of complex numbers indexed by elements of G 
(because G spans A). Putting a—?} ¿gg^^, £ chx5(h,x)£K we have for 
S(a) = 2i.S(g) 
||S(a)§||* = <S(«*aK, 0 ^ l|S(a*flK|| l|{||, 
and thus by induction, for any n = 0, 1,2, ..., 
h, x 
= mr-2\\2 Z chtXls5(gsh, *)||2 S mr-*{Z ||2 ch,xKS(gsh, x)||)2 = 
h,x s x h,s 
= ur-"-2{2 (2 2c„,xckM{f(k*gtgsh, x), s 
x h, s k,t 
^ m2"-2(2M^\\x\\\\2ch,xXsgsh\\f == \\i;r-*M{2 M\\2cH,xh\\y\\2¿sgs\\2 = 
x hyS x h s 
= \\(a*a)^na2"-2M(2\\x\\\\2chrXh\\y = M H | £ | F r 2 M ( 2 11*111|2 ch,xh\\f. 
X h x h 
By passing to /7—°o we see that HS^HS||a|| [|£||, which proves (20). Here the 
notation (a*cif" = 21-sgs was used for a= 2 Xgg. 
s g 
24« 
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(1.4) Similarly as before we adopt the preceding argument for our purpose 
such that X is replaced by f(GxX) and / b y (p. (11) is then a simple translation 
of (10) into the new setting. The definitions (13'), (14') and (15') yield a ^repre-
sentation of A on a suitable Hilbert space K with a continuous linear operator 
V: K—H such that (19) holds also true. The proof of (18) and VV*=IH is the 
same as in (1.2). 
2. Applications 
(i) Let G be the trivial semigroup G = {e). A familiar identification GXX^X 
implies the following results. 
Theo rem 2. 1. Let f be an H-valued function given on a subset X of the 
Hilbert space H. There exists a self-adjoint operator F on H with mIHsFSM1H 
and extending f if and only if 
(21) cx{f{x) - mx)||2 == (M- m)(Z cx (/(*) - mx), 2 cxx) X X X 
holds for any finite sequence {cx} (x£X) of complex numbers. 
Proof . Since a self-adjoint operator F is bounded by m and M from below 
and above, respectively, ifandonlyif 0sF—mIH and \\F—mIH\\SM—m, we have 
the assertion by Theorem 1.1. Indeed, (3) is the same as (21) ((4) is immediately 
satisfied with p(e) = 1 if M—m is replaced by M) for f—mlx. 
Coro l l a ry 2.1 (KREIN (see [1])). Let f be a symmetric and bounded linear 
operator from a linear subspace X of the Hilbert space H. Then there exists a self-
adjoint operator F on H extending f and with the same norm. 
Theorem2.1.1. Let b be an H-valued function given on a subset Y of the Hilbert 
space H with norm dense linear hull in H. There exists a semi-bounded self-adjoint 
operator B with bound 1 from below and extending b if and only if 
(22) \ \ 2 c x x \ \ ^ { Z C x X , Z c x b ( x ) ) X X X 
holds for each finite sequence {cx} F) of complex numbers. 
Proof . The necessity of (22) is evident so we omit the proof. To prove the 
sufficiency of (22) let / be the inverse map of b (the existence of which is an easy 
consequence of (22)). Since (22) is the same as (21) with m=0, M = 1 we have 
by Theorem 2.1 a positive operator F with norm s i which extends / Hence 
F has an inverse B = F~l too. B is the desired operator. The proof is complete. 
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C o r o l l a r y 2.1.1 (FRIEDRICHS (see [1])). Let b be a symmetric operator 
bounded from below by 1 defined on a dense linear subspace Y of the Hilbert space H. 
Then there exists a self-adjoint operator B bounded from below by 1, and 
extending b. 
(ii) If H is a one dimensional Hilbert space, Theorem 1.3 (with the usual 
identifications B(H) ^ C, X={1}) gives us a new solution to the classical Hausdorff 
moment theorem differing also from Riesz' solution. 
T h e o r e m 2.2. Let G be a (multiplicative) *-semigroup of a C*-algebra A, 
spanning a norm dense *-subalgebra in A. A complex valued function f given on 
G has a (necessarily unique) positive linear extension to A if and only if there is 
a constant M> 0 for which 
(23) (W)\2 cj(g) I2 ^ 2 2 ctckf(h*g) M\\2 
9 9 * 9 
holds for each finite sequence {cg} (g€G) of complex numbers. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.2.1. Let f be a complex valued function on a C*-algebra A. 
f is a positive linear functional on A if and only if (23) holds with G=A. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.2.2. Let Q be a compact subset of the real line and let {/¿„}~=0 
be a given sequence of complex numbers. There is a positive (bounded) measure 
p on Q such that 
ft"dp = n„ for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 
n 
if and only if 
(24) 2 2 cm Cn Hm+n S //„ max | 2 c„ t" |2 m n ' ̂ 12 n 
holds for each finite sequence {C„}„BO of complex numbers. 
Coro l l a ry 2.2.3. Let Q be a compact subset of the complex plane and let 
{lln,n}m, n=o be a given double sequence of complex numbers. There is a (necessarily 
unique) positive (bounded) measure p on Q such that 
f (l)mX"dn{k) = nm>n for m,n = 0 ,1 ,2 , ... 
Q 
if and only if 
(25) 0 si 2 2 CjCknmj+nk,mk+„. //„,„ max 1 2 Cj(Iyi}"M 
j k 11« j 
holds for each finite sequence {c'j}jgo of complex numbers. 
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3. Operator problems 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a (multiplicative) *-semigroup in a C* -algebra A 
generating a norm dense *-subalgebra of A. An operator valued function f:G—B(H) 
is A-dilatable if and only if there is a constant M such that 
(26) \\2 / (g) *9||2 2 2 (f(h*g)xg, xh) 
9 9 h 
and 
(27) 2 2 cech(f(h*g)x, x) ^ M\\xV\\2 cgg\\2 (xZH) 
9 * 9 
hold for every finite sequence {xg}gfa and {c9}96C in H and C, respectively. 
Sketch of the p roof (for details see [9]). The following function / on GXX 
given by 
/(g.*)=/(g)* (g€G; 
where X = H, produces (26) and (27) along (10) with xg = 2cg,xx• The necessity X 
of (26) and (27) thus follows. For the proof of the sufficiency we have to change the 
argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.3 replacing K0 by the linear space of 
//-valued functions on G with finite support, that is, 5g is replaced by Sgxg with 
xB£H for g£G. An easy analysis of the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.3 
shows our statement. 
Corol lary3.1.1. Let G be a (multiplicative) *-semigroup in a commutative 
C*-algebra A generating a norm dense *-subalgebra in A. An operator valued 
function f : G^B(H) is A-dilatable if and only if there is a constant M >0 such that 
(28) 
cg{f(g)x, x)|2 S M* 2 2 cgch(f(h*g)x, x) * M||x||"||2 C9g||2 (x£H) 
9 9 A 9 
holds for each finite sequence {cg}gf G of complex numbers. 
Proof . Since (26) and (27) imply (28) (by setting xg = cgx for g€C, xCX), 
the necessity of (28) is obvious. For the sufficiency, the function g>-*{f{g)x, x) 
on G has a (unique) positive linear extension by Theorem 2.2 for any fixed x in H. 
The norm of this extension is ¿M 1 ' 8 M 2 . Hence we obtain a positive linear extension 
F of / to the whole of A. But a result of STINESPRING [ 1 1 , Theorem 4 ] ensures 
that F is automatically ^-dilatable. 
The next result solves the operator moment problem of Sz.-Nagy in a new way. 
Coro l l a ry 3.1.2. Let Q be a compact subset of the real line and let 0 
be a sequence of operators on a Hilbert space H. There is a positive (bounded) 
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operator measure F on (2 such that 
f f(F(dt)x, x) = (A„x, x) for n = 0, 1, 2, ...; x£H 
a 
if and only if 
(29) 0 ^ 2 2 cmc„(Am+nx, x) Moll ||x||2 max \2 c„tf (*€//) 
m it ' ̂  ii 
holds for any finite sequence {c„}nfe0 of complex numbers. 
Proof . (29) is a version of (28) for G={i"}~=0 (t£(3) and A=C(£2) with 
f(t")=A„ (n=0, 1,2, ...). Thus Corollary 3.1.1 implies the statement. 
Co ro l l a ry 3.1.3. Let Q be a compact subset of the complex plane and let 
{^m.n)^ ,,=0 be a double sequence of operators on a Hilbert space H. There is a 
positive (bounded) operator measure F on Q such that 
j(l)mk" (F(dt)x, x) = (Am„x,x) (in, n = 0, 1, 2, ...; x£H) 
n 
if and only if 
(30) 
c}ck(Am]+nk,mk+njx, x) =§ Mo.oil ||x||2 max 2 c / X ) » ^ 1 (x£H) 
j k j 
holds for any finite sequence {c^}^ of complex numbers. 
Proof . (30) is a version of (28) for G= {(I)m;."}~ n=o (A£Q), A=C(Q) with 
f{(l)mX")=Am>n (m,n = 0,1,2, . . . ) . Thus Corollary 3.1.1 implies Corollary 3.1.3. 
It follows a new characterization of subnormal operators (for the definition 
see [1]). 
Coro l l a ry 3.1.4. Let B be an operator in B(H) for a Hilbert space H. 
B is subnormal if and only if 
(31) 0^2 2 ckJcmtl,(B^+">Bl+-x, x) == llxf max 1 2 cm,„ (I)mA f (x(,H) 
holds for any finite double sequence {cm>„} nS0 of complex numbers, where Q de-
notes the spectrum of B. 
Proof . B is subnormal if and only if the function 
(l)mXn B*mB" (m,n = 0, 1, 2, ...; l£Q) 
is C(i3)-dilatable (for details see [9]). But this is equivalent to (31). 
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